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aft
MEASU %NG STOENTATTITUDES TOWARD
THE AIR FORCE TRAFFIt SARAY COURSE

44.
'

I. INTRODUCV0/4
,

The Air Force Traffic Safety Course (AFTSC) coniisted of a 10-hour course of instruction, broken
down into 10 unitsYcovering such topics as environmental hazards, vehicle control, common traffic
violations, emergency situations, and mature driviS 'behavior. Mandatory for virtually all personnel
entering the Air Force, this course was being taught at more than 140 locations in a standardized,
multimedia format. Sound/slide presentations and tins delivered the instruction much like a programmed
text with student responses called Lot at certain pbints in the program.

In order to revise the AFTSC 'as neededi course managers desired a standard method of getting
, feedback on perceived effectiveness from the49.ident viewpoint. This concern constituted the operational

problem. Assistance in the development otrneasurement procedures was requested of training evaluation
specialists in the Mr Force Icluman Resources Laboratory, Technical Training Division.

Given certain constraints imposed by the operational setting, it was proposed that a desirable, system
for monitoring stuAtt attitudes/opinions would possess the following characteristics:

,
I. Data shotild come from an objectively scored collection method.

2. Opinions about unit effectiveness should not be measured for each student on every instructional
unit, but rather a sampling approach should be taken.

. 3. A capability for longitudinal analysis should be available so that long-term trends might be
det ected.

4. Primary emphasis shodld be given to 'determining attitudes tbward (a) overall course effectiveness,
(b) instructional unit effecriverdu, (e) media effectiveness, and (d) deficiencies in the study en ronment
(e.g., lighting and temperature).,

The capability , for comparing responses of subpopulations on tf)e basis of certain
background/demiaraphic characteristics (e.g., male vs. female) should be included.

6. Simplicity in tlata collection, tabulation, and analysis should be sought.

To achieve these goale, an approach was recommended consisting of the following steps: (a)
questionnaire development and construction, (b) operational tryout of administrative procedures, (c)
validation and reliability analysis of the questionnaire, (d) establishment of analysis capability by the user,
Air Force Directorate of Aerospace Safety, Ground Safety Division (AFSET).

This report 'covers work performed in the first three steps mentioned in the preceding paragraph. An
implementable decision will depend on the results to be presented here and the extent to which the

, information gained from the proposed questionnaire satisfies the heeds of course management personnel.

The/present study focused primarily on establishing 4uestionnaire validity. Thus, a discussion is given
of 'what the questionnaire was intended to measure, the characteristics of the sample, the degree to which'
the quettionnaire was sensitive to dlfferences in attitudes, reliability of the 'cle`rived scales, and the' amount
of suctess,endountered with the mechanics of administration. Secondarily, the actual results of the survey
are presented as an example of the kind of evaluation report this critique met/god can procWe.

. A
MFXIIOD

Rationak. In the context discussed here, ad attitude was viewed as a collection of opinion statements
(items) With which respondents agreed or disagreed to varying degrees of magnitude. These statements were

3
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designed to cover unitary dimensions of attitude (e.g., attittde toward instructional media and attitude
toward instructor competence). Thus, strong agreement with items composing an attitude dimension would
result in a high score on that attitude. To the event thin itemi were found to relate to ofie another both
conceptually and empirically (i.e., through obsaved correlations), an attitude was laid to exist. Attitude
was then measured by summing appropriate item.respopes to derive a scale score. In addition to measuring
attitudes, specific statements about certain aspects of traiitIng were elicited. These unrelated statements
were not conceptualized as attitudes but were treated simply as opinions. ,

In order to measure attitudes at the course level separately from those at the unit level, two critique
forms were produced. For the Course Critique, five dimensions of attitude were defined, and items were
written to tap the dimensions. The_ dimensiohs of interest in the Course Critique were: (a) instructor
personal relations, (b) instructor technical competence, (c) overall' coarSe effectiveness, (d) media
effectiveness, and (e) environmental factors. Items which support these dimensions appear in Appendix A.
Three more items, plustn open-ended section, were added in order to pinpoint specific problem areas.

For the Unit Critique, only one dimension, designed to measure insiructional unit effectiveness,-was
planned. See Appendix B for a listing of these item. Nein, three addronal'items v(m included to cover
specific instructional features, such as adequacy ofwresponse time, completeness of coverage, and
concreteness of examples.

In addition, eight items of background/demographic information were requested: training base, major
command, rank, whether the respondent was an officer trainee, sex, status (student or permanent party),
age, and educational level.

Validity and Reliability. 14 satisi the cus mary psychometric requirements, the questionnaire was
validated by a deonstration of co nt and con truct validity. The extet Id which the ,questiohnaire
items addressed a series cif dimensions logically related to facets of the course is defined as content validity.
Construct validity rcan be established by citing various types of evideae to check the theory underlying the ,

test. In this instance, the evidence was examined relatinrto whether the measuring instrument was able to
detect attitude differences when they were expected ito occur. In addition, factor analysis was used to
check whether the intended a priori dimensions were actually found to exist when the questionnaire was
administered to a represeiitative sample from the student population. As a necessary pre-condition for
validity, reliability, of the questionnaire also had to 14e established empirically. In this case, reliability
referred to the internal consistency of the questionnaire scales.

These analysis requirements prompted the design and conduct of a validation study. Moreover, such a
study permitted identification of poor items for subsequent revision or elimination. The pilot study also
provided a method for testing the mechanics of administration, particularly the unit sampling scheme,
which was somewhat complex, and for detecting problems students might have in comptehending either the
critique items or the instructions.

Sampling considerations. Since two major subpopulations were required to take the AFTSC (officer
trainees and enlisted first-terrItAirmon), it was decided to obtain representation from these two groups. For
the sake of convenience and gioause there was no reason 'to believe that Lowry airmen were atypical, the
entire sample consisted of first-term airmen at Lowry AFB. Officer trainees at Lackland AFB who took the
AFTSC as a regular patt of their Officer Training SchOol (OTS) curriculum were also given the experimental .

version of the .critique and were considered to be representative of the officer subpopulation. Although
PSAF Academy graduates constituted another subpopulation of officer respondents, they were not
sampled, since the primary intent of this study was not to measure the attitudes of any specific subgroup,
but rather to determine whether the measuring device *as appropriate for groups with higher levels of
education.

Administration. A short pretest was designed and admlnisfered 'for the purpo se. of detWing changes
in attitude toward the C011tle over time. While this procedure would not be recommended for operational
use of the questionnaire, it was telt that evidence of attitude change would be useful in establishing validity
in the present study. The six item pretest was dolgned to measure a single dimensionoverall -course
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etTectiveness. These items were identical to those on the Course Critique except that, for the pretest, theywere changed from the past to the future tense where appropriate. Appendix C contains the pretest in itsentirety.

For the enlisted sample, all students whcrrook the AFTSC during a :?-nionth period at Lowry AFBwere given the various experimental questionnaires (i.e., Pretest, Unit Critique, and Course Critique). AtLowry, the traffic safety course was usuallY completed in 2 days. Student flow through the course-was
otir high, and 600 responses were obtained to one or another form of the survey.

Similarly, all officer trainees completing OTS during che 3-month data collection period participatedin the study. tloweyer, the Traffic Safety Course at Lack land was less concentrated, with units being given'piecemeal over a 2 to 3-week period. Student flow was much lower, with only 75 responses collected.The instructional unit item-sampling. procedure was based on a 10 percent per 'unit concept. Theinstructor was required to count the nuiubet of students in the class, divide by I0,pass out Unit Critiquesrandomly to one-tenth of the class after each unit, and collect each unit's questionnaires after the 'studentswere finished. In this manner, after a substantial number of students had takem the, course, enough UnitCritiques would be available to permit valid judgments about the effectiveness of the entire unit. Also,students would not be burdened with thetask of completing 10 Unit Critiques,

III. RESULTS

DesCription of sample. Tab lei 1 and 2 describe in detail the Lowry and Lack land groups with respectto those background characteristics on which substantial variation Vras found: sex, age, and educationallevel. Nearly all the Lowry group held the rank of E-1 (85.5%); the Lack land group typically,gave "OfficerTrainee' as a response to the rank question. Comparing pretest respondents with those who completed theentire Course Critique showed that the samples 'Were very much alike within a single base. That is,percentages within the various categories of sex, lige, and educational level were quite similar. Across bases,comparing the Lowry and Lackland groups showed that, as expected, the Lackland group was older(Lackland mean age = 23.3, Lqwry mean age = 19.3) and had more formal education. In addition, femalesformedloeater proportion ofihe Lackland sample (36.5%.at Lackland vs. 9.8%at Lowry)...

,Meckinics of administration. The unit sampling procedure was found to be more difficult orinstructors to carry out than had been anticipated. Frequently, questionnaires were not distribute«ircollected according to the plan. The miniber of unit questionnaires actually collected was conssmaller tlyin was expected.

One Category of educational level was misuriderslooa by quite a few of the enlisted respondent s. Thecategory labeled "some graduate school" Was checked by many respondents who also gave their age as lessthan 21! It appeared that possibly they had misconstrued the required response, assuming-that this categorymeant "graduated from school" (i.e., high school).
Rank was another area somewhat misunderstood. Although they clearly. meld some official rank intiaddition to being OTS students, rank was not given by a large number of the of icers. The fact that no rankcategories were Supplied for this item may have contributed to this cobfuSion.
Factorial tydidity. Factor analysis, which is a technique for reducing a large number of variables tofewer, underlying dimensions, permitted a judgement as to whether tibe intended dimensions of attitudewere actually reflected in the responseS. Consequently, a series of factor analyses was performed on the first40 ijems comprising the Course Critique (20 items pertained to the instructor, and 20 referred to featuresof the course). These analyses were (lone separately on the Lowry and Lackland data in order t(, discOverwhether similar conclusions would he found in these two disparate groups (Appendix I)). The generalprocedure was to perfotin first an unconstrained factor analysis where the number of factors to emerge wasnot specified in advance. Next, the analysis was constrained to a smaller number of factors, depending on



hble 1. Lowry Sample,: Background Information

Course
Pretest Critique

(No300) (11=30.0)r
Variable Category N % N %

:.
Sex Male 268 89 273 91

- Female . 32 11 27 9

Age t- , 17 38 13, 39 1,1.
18 fot 34 107 .,36
19 54 18 55 18
20 35 11 35 12
21 26 9 23 8
2.2 16 5 i4 5

.13 10 3.- 8 3
+424 10 .3 8 3
N25 5 1. 4 1

. 26 1. 1 3 1

28 and above 3 I" 2 1

Missing' 2 1

Fducation Some High School- 12 4 7 2
111gh School Graduate 199- 66 209 70
Soms College

.
82 27. 76 25'

College Graduate 4 1 5 2
Some Graduate School 1

1 I

Missing I 2 1

le 2. Lack ladd Sample: Background Information

Variable Category

Pretest
(r4s225)

Course
erttigue
(N*50)

N %

Sex

Age

Male
Female
Missing data

20
21

17

8:

68
32

30
1)

1

1

60
38

2-

2

1 14. , 4 9 36 12 24
13 6 24 18 36
24 2 8 7 14

--.0"
25 7 4 9 18
26 , 1 1 2

Missing 1 2

klucation College (iraduate 23 92 44 8'8

Some Graduate School 2 8 5 10
No Data 1 2

the amount Of varianco explained, so that only the stronger factors remained. Finally, the Lowry solution
was rotated to congruence with the Lackland solution!

Iihe
aul hors wish to thank Roger Pennell (AMR I TIT) for suggesting this.method or analysis.
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Prior to factoring the responses, negatively worded items were reverse' sciired to make all items
consistent with. respect to favorability. The initial solutions produced nine factors for each student group.
While there Aere sonic differences be4ween these solutions, they were judged to be minor. At this point, it
was apparent that three major factors were present: (a) an instructor general factor, (b) a course
effectiveness factor. and (c) a media effectiveness factor (see Tables DI and 1)2 of Appendix 1)). These
three factots accounted for 80% of the response variance in the Lackland data. 411i the Lowry data, 'the
environmental factor failtul to emerge as a single entity, but broke old as three separate factors (7, 8, 9).with high loailings on single items. Therefore, it was decided to treat the envilonmental items as opinion
items, rather than as contributors to a scale, and to drop them from future analyses in the investigation of
questionnaire dimensionality. Also, Vactors 4, 5, and 6 in the Lowry data appeared to be fragmented
versions of Factor 2 the course effectiveness factor. In conskleration of these results, it was decided .to
constrain the.solution in the next step by specifying that only three factors he extracted.

The three-factor.solutions are presented in Tables 3 and 4 for Lowry and Lacklantl, respectively. Itcan be seen that Factor 2 overlaps Factor 3 to some extent, but items 30 to 33 provided the clearest
definition of Factor 3, namely, attitude toward media effectiveness. Differences stilhemained between the
Lowry and Lackland solutions. For example, in the Lowry data, Factor 2 (course effectiveness ) was strong
and clearcut, while in the Lackland data, this dimension appeared more weakly as Factor 3.

As an objectivc ,theck on the severity of diese differences, the principal-Component Lackland solution)
was rotated to congruence with the Lowry.solution. Coefficients of congruence were .97,.89, and .74 for
Factors I, 2, and 3 respectively. These can be interpreted as excellent, very good, and Moderate
congruence:

Additional factor anutyr s. To test the hypothesis that only one factor, (perceived course
effectiveness) was present in thf pretest, the six pretest items were analyzed for the Lowry sample. The
results tended to confirm the hYpothesis. While two factors emerged in an.unconstrained solution, the first
144 was predominant and loaded.- significantly on five of the six items, accounting for 88% of the
tespIi4se- variance. Table.D3 ( Appendix 1)) presents the obtained loadinp on the two,factors.. Fon:further
ainaIyies, it was decided to eliminate the non-contributing Rent (item 28) from the perceived coutse
effectiveness scale. The results of a similar analysis with the Lackland sample are not presented. In this
analysis. the six-item pretest prtrduced three factors rather than one, and loadings 'did not agree with the
Lowry findings. It is felt that this discr,epancy occurred because the number of' students who took the
pretest in the lAckland sample was quite small (N--,--25), and the observed result was probably Unstable.

The unit questionnaires were also factor analyzed. Since so few unit questionnaires were completed
by the' Lackland group, Lackland cases were added to the Lowry grobp, and the analysis was completed ona tbtal of 494 cases. With 10 different units represented in the data, it was, decided to remove unit
differences before factorin otherwise. the factor solution could be infhienced to an unknown degree by
variation within uniti: 11 alternative approach to perform 10 separate analyses and compare them was
rejected as impractical, and also because it was desired that a more general, overall assdssment be made of
the factor structure underlying the unit questionnaire. Therefore, the data were converted to standard
seores by a transformation invOlving the Mean and standard deviatioti of each unit. The, results of this
analysis failed to confirm unidimensionality of the unit questionnaire': Factor loadings are presented in
Table 1)4. Naming these factors presented some difficulty: however, they appeared to represent .(a) attitude
toward unit objectives, (1)) attitude toward unit qnestionnaires, arid (c) at titude toward level of detail.

In summary, three major factors were found in tile Course Critique: (a) an instructor factor, (b)
course effectiveness factor, and (c) a media effectivenesis factor. Tables 3 and 4 contain the factor loadings
for the Course Critique. These may be' interpreted as correlations of the individual items with the factors.
Some minor differences between the Lowry and Lackland solutiOns were found to exist in tlje Course
l'ritique. The pretest was also analyzed, and one general factor perceived course effectiveness was found.
When factoring the t lnit Critique, some unexpected factors,, emerged; however, the most imptirtant
factor overall lesson effectiveness was present as *xpected.

7
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Taki; kotated fIctor Loaaings
"...(i:irwry Students, N'.300)

Itm Factor 1 Factor 2 &dor 3

3

.60

.71

.50

'

4 .69
5 .57
6 -.62

7 .68
.8 .65
9 ,73

10 ' .67
11 .81

12 )

13

14 .81

15 .83

1.6 .81

17 .79

18 79

19 .48

20 .71

21 .64
.68

23 .68

24 .5 3

25 .75

26 .71

27 .64

28

30 .41 .59

.31 .50

32 .45

33 .53 .43

34
35 .62 ;
36 .50 .
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Table 4. Rotated Factor. , dings
(Lackland Students

Itekt Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3

44
1

2

3

4

..72
.78
.70
.57

5 .81
.

6 .85
7 '.84
8 .81
9 .90

10 .80
11 .65
12 .62
13 .77
14 .80 .

15 .85
16

17 .78
18 ,84
19 .72
20 .92
21 .65
22 .49
23 .47
24
25 .65
26 .81
27 .68
28
29
30 .62
31 .74
32 .87 r
33 .80
34 .71
35 .74
36 .61 S.

14tat,

Discriminant validity. As ndtcd by Federico (1971), if certain items are able to discriminate'between
groups with known attitude differences, these Would be more useful items for inclusion in a final version of
the questionnaire% To examine .thiS pInsibility, a discriminant analysis was run on 40 items from the CourseCritique. The' dircriminant function was able to differentiate the officer aud enlisteck,groups quite well,
cerrtoviels-being 2.63 acid .64, respectively. In addition, 94% of the Cases were correctly predicted as to
group membersitip by tire discriminant function. Thirty-seven of the 40 items had significant discriminating.
.power. These are listed in Table 5 along with their standardized coefficients on the discriminant, function.
These coefficients roprethe relative contribUtion of xach Item to the discrintinant function. Using anahsolute r:Ilue of .15. IPEn arbitrary ,outoff, 18 of the 37 items made r4latively strong contributions.
Clearly, these would he candidates for 'retention if a sliorter form of the questionnaire were desired.

Other evidence of validity. If the questionnaire, was sensitive to differences in attitude which areknown to exist, then one could argue that the questionnaire-was validly measuring what it was designed to

9
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39 -: .17,1 ,

40 ../ .26.

S.

e:
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i leasure. lt was widely felt by cOurse managers and instructors that the- officer group would dislike title
re t it ive aspects of the course and, in fact , would perceive the entle course lessofavorably than the 'enliSted

,group. Kaddit ion, if the questionnaire was sensitive to changes in attitude over time, this would be furaler
twidence of ciftistekt validity. To check these hypotheses, a scale_ was.constgncted by,sunituing the five
iteink, which had been identified as the ptimary factor in the pretest. This scale (items 21 , 22,23,25, and
26 from the Course Criti(hue) can be thought of as measuring perceived course effectiveness. Using
pereebied course effectiveness as the criterion measure, a twa-way factorial antlySis of variance was

sperformed with test time as one factor and officer or'enlisted grouPas the other. T ty.ntie subjects were
dropped from the onalysis because scale scores could not be .calculated due t ne or more missing

. .,.

responses. Resultscare depicted graphically in,Fitiure I. The significant interaction showed that the &ft-Icel..

t Sroitp was Ws§ faVorable toward the court befOre taking it and became ien more unfaliOrable aftei having
taken it. Table 6 contains the ANOVA summon/ Wide.
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Perceived
Course
Effectiveness
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1 ri

16

14

.12

10

oT

AAA

A

08.40

4

(12.36)

Before

4,0
-(18.38)

(10.13).

After

itlkure I. Perceived course effectiveness: Differences between
offii!ers and enlisted personnel.

Table 6. AnalySis of Variance Summary

z

.0

Is

.

Source of Variation SS , df
S.

MS
.._

4 F P

Time
.Group

Time x Grtiop
Residual I.

TOtal

8.725
3,405.580

70.975
-8,737.149

12,285.783.

1

1

. 1

642

.645:

,

0 8.725
3,405.580,
- '70.975

13.609

r
.641

250.240
5.215

. V

.424

.001

.023

t
..,II 7

SI

0 Redlity. Alt lunigh factor analytic procedures were helpful in ident4ing items for inclusion on
scales :and 'in naming these scales, it was still necessary to check the reliability of the questionnaire:
Questionnaire reliabibty could not bc cattulated using all Reins and determining int ertial consistency, since
the instruments were Rot int elided to be, nor did they prove to be, measuring only onc dinicnsion. A more
appropriate method was to compute the treliability of each scale using CrOnbach's Alpha to estimate
internal consistency reliability. Table 7 presents these .tesults. Low reliabilities- were olnerved for scales
within thg. Unit Critique. ,1

Survey results. In Table 8, means, standard deviations, and italues are given for items of the Course
Critigise, broken down by officer vs. enlisted. Those items c did not fit in the three scales are presented

9, wIth Percentages of resplidents in OW variot respc se categories. In theie instances, chi-sqUare
tests were ttade to determine whether the distributio of responses differed significantly between the two, ,

groups. Dtle to expected cell frequencieS less than c soJies in items 41 to 43 had to be collapsed to
meet the statistical requirements pc the chi-square test. A nuinbet of differences were observed, Scale scoreci
arc reported in Table 10.

.
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TaNeV. Internal Consistency Reliability Estimates
. for Various Dedved Scales

Test Scale
Number
of Items Alpha

Pretest I. Coinse fectivene,ss- 5 ' .86

Unit Critique 1. Amomplishinent of Objectives 4 .68

2. Question Suitability 3 .51

3, Level of Technical Detail 2 .42
4

Course Cr* ique Instructor 20
"52. Course Effectiveness 14 \94

3. Media Effectiveness 4 .89

Table 8. Item Differences: Course CdtiquAltems I to 40)

Item Mean

Lowry Lackland Difference

SCt (N) Mean SD (N) t
s

.

1 4.28 0.95 (204) '169 1.13 ., (48) ' 3:72 <.001,144:
)
,_ 4.41 0.75 (203) 4.1 7 0.86 (48) 3.95 ,.4 .053" /.

- 3 3.53 1.31 (200) 3.38 1 ':31 (47) ' 0.69. ,..489 .,
4 . 4.36 0.79 (201) 4.13 0.95 i . -1.55 ,, .127

4.42 , 0.81 (203) 4.21 0.8-2

.(47)
(48) 1.66 .099

6 4.41 (1.76 (201 ) 4.21 Trli, . (48) 1.60 .110
7 4.30 0.97 (204) 3.98 098 (48) 2.09 .037* '-

8 4.56 1- 0.62 (203) 4.42 0.77 (48) 122 .228
9 4.28 0.90 (204) 41 7 0.89 (47) CV75 .452

10 4.34 . 0.82 (205) 4.09 1.08 (47) 1.53 .131

11 4.31 0.92 (199) 3.73 1.14 (48), 3.28 .002** ,.

12 3.77 1.12 (194) 3.52 0.94 (46) 1.41 .160
13 4.47 0.79 (204) 4.38 t 0.82 (48) - 0.75 .454 .,

14 4.40 0.86 (203) 4.13 0.96 (48) 1.94 .053
16 it .45 0.84 (200) 4,17 0.89 (47) 2.00 .047*
IT 4.62 _0.69 (204) 4.43 0.76 (49) 1..74 .084,

18 4.45 '0.79' (20Q) 4.23 - 0.90 4(48) 1.69 .092
19 3.99 I .10 ( I 98) 3.88 0.91 (48) 0.67 .503
20 4.46 0.87 (202) 4.21 0.82 (48) 1.79 .075
21 3.84 0.88 (298) 2.47 1.23 (49) 7.50 <001***
1 .,,.. 3.36 (1.99 ....Q98) 1.58 0.93 (50) El .831-

.23 3.76 1.05 ()O) 2.08 1 t37 (49) 8.28 *
24 3.84 0.69 e. (293) 2.98 1.06 (48) 5.43

1,, )

3.70
3,78

1.01
0.93

(294)
(298)

2.06
2.16-

1.08

1.1 2

(48)
(49)

10.28
-9.54 <.001***.

27 3.80 0:93 (29,7) 1.90 1-.12 (41)) 11.23' <.001***
28 3.39 0.92 (292) 3.40 1.05 (50) 0.07 .947

3.55 0,87 (297) 2.50 4,1 1 7 (50) : 6.11 <.001***
30 3.89 0.93 (2951 2.76 1.30 (50) 5.89 <001***
31 3.93 0.79 (297) 2.96 1.23 (AO) 5.40 <1)0l*?*
32 3.90 0.78 (294) 190 1.25 (50) 5.49 .,:<.001***
33 3.95 0.76 ( 293) 2,90 136 (50) 5.34 <.001***
34 3.4 r- 003 (29 I) 1.98 )1..08 (SO) 9.78 <.001 ***
35 335 0.91 (296) 1.84 I ,03 (49) 10.59
36 .1.72 0.75 (294) 2.56 1.21 (50) 6.57 <1)01***
37 3.51 I .04 (292) 3.04 1,15 (49) 2.85 "
38

39

3.87
3.65

1.04
1.21

(294)
(288)

3.83
4.1 2

0.80
0.85

(48)
(50)

.0.28
3.40

:04

.00175**
40 4.03 0.86

,

(294) 4.14 0.73 (50) 0.85 ,395

p< .oar
p.:01
p.05

..,
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Tabk 9.. Item Differences: Course Critique (Items 41 to 43)

Lowry

Item Outside fluid* No Nolse,1 M11.101

1 ....
5 .3% 5.* 87.7%

4. . Just
Not Warm Right Cool Cold Missing..-.

-Tr2. 1% 10.7% 56.7% , 17.3% 12.7% 1.7%
1

Strongly No strongly
Agree I Agree Opinion Disagree Disagree Milling

.43 4.3% 10% 42.7% 34.7% 6% 2.3%.
p:

-1 . Lack li*

,Outside !nide No Noise Missing

41 10% 88% 2%

Just
Hot V)arM Right Cool Cold Missing ,

42 6% 30% 52% 2% 2% 8%

Strongly No 'strongly
Agree Agree Opinion ,Disagree Dinghy* MI111

43 24% ', 16% 40% 12% 4% 4%

. Note. Ityri
41 4.23 .1205
42 30.64 <.0001
42 32.39' <A1001

Thble 10. Scale Differences: Course Critique

se

Scale
Ldwry Laokiand 'Difference

Moan SD (N) ean SD ' (N)

istructor)

2

(Course)r\

-3
(Media)

4.32 0.61 , (2021 4.07 0.75 (48),-, 2,22 .030

3.65 0.62 (298) 0.69 (50) 15.07, <.001
*

3.92 0.66 (297) 2.89 1.11 (50) 6.43 <.001

Item 'and Scale scores on the Unit Critiques are giveii in Table 11 for the total sample broken down
by. unit. Thou* differences among units were noted for items 8 rind 10, no differences were found acfoss
the various units for the unit effectiveness scale.

The open-ended portion of the questionnaire produced a number of continents/recommendations
which wore grouped into categories and listed in Table 12. A much larger percentage of th officer group
chose to comment and their comments were predominantly negative.
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//. Item and Scale Scores: Unit Critique

Unit
tern

1 2
(Na110) (Nw115)

Mean SO Vain SD

3
(N43)

Me-am --SD Mean

4

SD

5
(Nw40). (N*50)

7
(Nw411)

Main SD:Nsan
(Nw42) (N44)

10
'-(N.N11)

r Sli
Mean SD Mean SD SD Main SD Mean, SD

1 2.50 0.88 2 .48 0.86 2.4 1,93 2.67 0.95 2.85 1.10 2.6 g 0.94 2.67 1.10 2.60 1.21 2.66 0.94 2.63 0.92 0.74 .6741.2 3,95 0.73 3.85 0.70 3 0.80 3.85 0.65 3.95 0 .71 3.90 0.65 3.98 0.73 3.(i0 091 3.89 0.97 4.11 0.60 0.27 .98183.95 0.78 3.66 0.86 3.70 0.96 4.01 018 4.03 0 .81 3,94 0.55 3.92 0.79 4.00 0.73 3.95 0.89 4.25 0.89 1.72 .08163.87 0.66 .1.90 0.7 2- 3,92 0.60 3.97 6.7,3 3.74 0.85 3.70 0.95 3.83 0.69 3.83 44111,85 3.79 1.04 4.11 0.60. 0.69 .7139S 0 .87 3.62 . 0.91 3.62 0.9?. 3.70 0.91 3.5 r 0.97 3.62 0.85 3.58 0.77 3.56 1.10 3.31 1.07 4.00 0.71 0.81 60356 2.05 0.84 2.p 1.00 2.41 1.07 2.33 1.02 2.53 1.20 2,.52 t .11 2.43 0.97 2.17 1.05 2.30 0.89 2.11 0.60 1.31 .22867 1.98 0.75 At' .69 0.72 2.07 0.66 2.09 0.87 - 2,1,9 1.05 2.31 0.99 2.17 0.89 1.98 0.72 2.00 0.66 2.1 t 1.17 0.77 .64868 2.94 0.47 at .7 6 0.66 2.67 0.51 2.87 0.64 2.78 0.53 2.90 0.46 2.72 0:62 2.90 0A 8 3.02 0.46 3.00 2.07 .03069 2.82 0.53 3.00 0.55 2.97 0.59 2.04 0.68 3.03 0.66 2.92 0.73 2.91 0.58 3.00 0.81 2.98 0.63 3.00 0.50 0.61 .792110 2.73 0.52 3,03 0.50 2.81 0.62 2.86 0.60 2.95 0.45 2,86 0.67 i1.00 0.51 3 .14 0.65, 3.11 0.65- 3.13 0.35 .2.90 .0024
Scale .3.86 0.58 3,76 0.53 3.77 0.49 3.88 a...51 3.82 .0.60 3.79 0.53 3.83 0.55 3.82 0.70 3.73 0.81 4.13 0.52 .60 .7948
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Table 12. Content Analysis of Recommendations

Respondent Comment Prequeney

Officers (N=r) Very limited intellectual
appeal: dry boring 33

Should be eliminated because
it takeswp valuable time 30

Too long 10

No comment 6
Enlisted (N=300) Acquired useful information

or enjoyed class

Boring

Too bong

Repet it ious

Eliminate or shorten course
because most people have
taken driver's education

Pace too fast to gnawer
questions

Problems with media equipment
slides out of order, sound
inadequat e 2 1

Instructor should have greater
role in course

Too many hours per.day

Update films .

28

18

1 1

8

11

6

More shocking and dramatic
visual presenta,tions of
accidents 10

No comment 166

44

. DISCUSSION

Although the empirically derived factors did riot exactly match the a priori intended factors, a usable
set of dimensions was found to belnesent in both the Course and Unit Critiques. While previous letearch
(Kantor, Vitola, & (;uinn, 1977) with the tw, separate Instructor scales (instructor t6chnical competence
and insitructor personal relations) ,ed that measures could be obtained on both these dimensions,
in retrospect, the fact that only one factor emerged from the analysis vas understandable. This result can
Probably be explained by circumstances peculiat to the AFTSC. The relative brevity of the course, coupled
.with the fact that instructors were Not the principal medium . for transmitting infornption, prot)ably
htunpered the respondents' ability to disthiguish two separate facets of the instructor role. Given the
relatively minor role of. the instructor in providing instructional content in the multimedia AFTSC; little
has been lost by restricting measurement to One general instiuctor factor.

-With legard to the course effectiveness factor, niost of the itenA which had been written to measure
this dimension were successful. Items R and 9 wqre notable exceptions and could probably be dropped with
llttle loss lii information.

ft
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Less successful were items designed to measurelhe media effectiveness dimension. Only four highly
Stable and interrelated items contributekto ineasqing this dimension. Such a small number of items
approached the lower limit for constituting a scale.

In the Unit Critiques, only one factor had been antiCipated -unit (or lesson) overall effectivenessbut -
three were found upon examining the data: However, the intended factor was the strongest and the others
may likely be dropped withouyefeating the purpose of the Unit Critique.

Dissimilarities found in the Lowry and Lack land factor solutions, while large enough to cause some
concern, were noo.viewed as nrious 'enough to warrant separate scale construction or revision to the
dimensions-as presently conceived. Sampling error and the fact that the Lackland sample was relatively
small may have .accounted for the obtained differences. Moreover, at least moderate congruence of the
factor solutions was achieved in the present samples.

From a psychometric point of view, it is sky, if not improper:to use a single item fix assigning a
numerical score which is inth-preted as an at. measurement. The reliability of a one-itemmeasure is
indeterminate aing internaljeonsistency estiniation procedures and would be theoreti9lly lowla ilny case.

Thus, it is recommended that attitudes toward instructor, course, and media effectiieness be Measured by
means of multiple item scales. Those developed in this study were shown to have adequate reliability and
good construct validity. Unit effectiveness also appeared to be a reliableand valid scale. There is, however, a
defensible way of interpreting single item iesponses. Onecan obtain a great deal of information by viewing
single items as opinion statements and 'comParing frequeney distributions to identify group differences in

response patterns. If an unfavorable response category is picked more frequently than coUld be acCounted
for by chance 'limong a suffiCiently large number of people, this can be taken as evidence that an
unfavorahle situation exists. Chi-square tests can be used to determine the statistital significance of deviant
response patterns.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

tonclusitms

I. The experimental versions of the Course and Unit Critiques demonsttated adequate content and
-const ruct alirlit y.

2. Reliability was found to be excellent for all derived scales of the Course Critique and satisfactory.
Lr

for the most important.scale of the Unit Critique.

3. Scales were judged to be apprquiate Tor measuring attitudes of two .major subgroups who took
the AFTSC,

4. Fnvironmental problems can be identified by specific opinion items...

5. Administrative procedures for collecting Unit Critique info'rmation were marginally successful.
L

6. No diffvences between units with regard to effectiveness were observed'in the present sample.
That is, in genefal, personnel participating in the suryey felt that alt Hie units were fairly effective.

7. As a whole, the AFTSC was Orceived favorably by the airman _group andsrather unfavorably by
the officer 'group with iittitudes in the lattet grouLp getting more unfavorable after exposure to the course.-

.8, While these findings, strictly speaking, do not generalize outside of the tontent asaasif Air FOrce
Traffic 'Safety. many of the questions appear to be appropriate for other subject Matter with suitable
modifications. When such apPlications are cobsidered, checks on the reliability- and validity of the
questionnaire may be advisable...

Recom mendations

I. The Unit Critique form should,be adopted as preSently constructed.,

16
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2. The Course Critique form ahould be adopted after modifications to shorten the instructor scale.
The revised instructor mile should contain the following ton items: 2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17.

3. In future versions, Consideration should be given to lengthen* the media effectiveness scale by
adding similar items.

A
4: Written instructions for administration of the Unit Critique should include a comprehensive

example to clarify the procedure.

5. A procedure for analyzing data should be developed. Anilysis capabilities should include as a
minimum: (a) calculation of descriptive statistifs on any possible breakdown of the population, (b) the
lability to produce frequency distributions fir the various item response 'categories, (c) the ability to
auregate data from various administrations-of the survey, (d) two-way or higher analysis of variance, (e)
Ass,tabulationa with various statistical measures of association produced as part of the analysis.

6. Personnel who would analyit survey results should be identified and trained; ir necessary, to
perform desired analyses. :

7. in operational use, norms should be calculated and trends monitored.
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APPENDIX A: QUESTIONS COMPRISING THE COURSE CRITIQUE

Please use the scales below to describe your primarymiostructor. Check the part of the scale which best
4

expreues your feelings.

? A e .
1. Ineffective Effective 11. Encourages Discourages
2. Knowledgeable Ignorant 12. Criticizes Praises.... 103. Bbring Interesting 13. Fair. Unfair
4. Dependable Undependable 14. Impatient Patient4.111.0,

5. sorganized- Organized 15. Considerate Inconsiderate
/6. Unsure

16. Hinders ", Helps
7. Convincing Unconvincing 17. 'Friendly Unfriendly=0 111168. Unprepared Prepared 18. Supportive Vlostile
9. Intelligertt Stupid 19. Ridicules Compliments

10. Inefficient Efficient 20. Cooperative Uncooperative101 =11 1 .10 11 11.0.111

19
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The following items pertain to the propam taken as a whole. Circle the response which most nearly
fits your opinion.

SD = Strongly Disagree
D Disagree
N Neutral, or No Qpinion
A = Agree-

SA = Strongly Agree

1. My approach to driving will probably be

SD D N A SA

affected by having taken this course. 1 2 3 4 5

2. I enjoyed the course/program. 1 2 3 4 5

3. Taking this course was a waste of time. 1 2 3 4 5

4. The course Objectives were appropriate. 1 2 3 4 5

5. I learned a number of things I did not know. 1 2 3 4 5

6. I have a better understanding of traffic safety
(rules, precautions, hazards) sifice taking this

.

course. 1 2 3

7, I thInk others of my gene background would
profit from takingthis co se. 1 2 3 4 5

8. This course addresses a real Air Force problem. 1 2 3 4 5

9. The program made me feel more codident about
my driving skills. 1 2 3 4 5

10. I liked the automated type of presentation used
in this course. 2 3 4 S

1 I. The learning stratily used in this course (rule-
example-practice) is a good way to teach. I 2 3 4 5

12. The slide presentations used in this coUrse were
effective in getting across the material. 1 2 3 4 5

13. The films used in this course, wereeffective in
getting across the material. 2. 3 4 5

14. I found the films entertaining and enjoyable. 2 3 4 5 .

15. 1 found the'shde presentations entertaining
and enjoyable. 1' 2 3 4 5

16. The way the instructional content was presented
was appropriate for this kind of subject matter. 1 2.. 3 4 5 .

17._ Classroom ventilation was about right. 1 2 '3 4 5

18. The classroom was not dark miLugh for audio-
visual presentation. 1 2 3 4 5.'

19. Seating orangement allowed me an unobstructed
view of the screen.

20. Noise level did not distract me from the program. 1

2
2

3

3

4.
4

5

5

21. Most of the..nOise came from:

a. outside the classroom
b. inside the.classroom.
c. no noise problem

22. Classroomlemperature was:

a. hot
b. warm
c. just right
d. cool
e. cold

t

te.
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23. This course was given at a bad time of the day (e.g: just after lunch, etc.).
a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. no opinion
d. disagree
e. strongly disagree

If you agree, tell why:

SECTION V Rec,ommendations for Change

4

f
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,APP! ND1X,Qt1tWf IONS C9MPRISINCITHE UN rr CRITIQUE

In this section please answer the questions only with Ispect.to one of the units within the course.

Unit you were assigned to rate:

SD = Strongly Disagree
D = Disagree
N NeUiral, or No Opinion
A = Agree

SA = Strongly Agree

1. The questions were so simple that they,were
an insult to my intellegence

2. The objectives of this unit were clearly
. stated.

3. Most of the iime I Understood what was being
asked bythe quitstion slides.

4. In general; the IA-ration presented in this
uait was upto-date.

5. I feel that this unit clearly achieved its
.Objectives,

,

6. This'unit was full Of needless detail.
7. This unit contained too many technical terms.

8. The amount of time provided for responding to the slides was:

a. far too short N-
b.. too short
c. just about right
d. too long t.
e. far too loag

9. Tile amount of coverage it this %mit .was:

a. far too little
b. too little
c. just about right
d. too much
e. far too hiuch

10. The number of concrete examples given in this unit was:

a. far too few
b. too few ,

jint about right
161. too many
e. far too many

4.

P!
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SD D N A SA

-1 2 **43\"---4--- 5

1 2.. 3 4 5

2 3 4. 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 ' 5

0.
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APPENDIX C: QUESTIONS COMPRISING THE PRETEST

The follow\ilg items pertain to the Traffic Safety Course you are scheduled to attend. Circle the
reiOnse which most nearly expresses )Tuir opinion.

\\\SD = Strong,ly Disagree
D = Disagree
N = Neutral, or No Opinion
A = Agree

SA = Strongly Agree

I. My approach to driving will probably be affected
as a result of this courte.

,2. I am looking forward to taking this course.

3. I think this course will be a. waste of time.

4. I will learn a number of things from this course.

5. I will have a better understanding of traffic
safety (rules, precautions, hazards) upon com-
Metion of the course. .

6. TjOs course will address a real Air Force problem.

T

23
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SD D N A . SA

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 -

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2- 3.: .4' . 4

2 3 4 5

c
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A

0

Item Factor 1

InstrOctor
1 .530
2 . .688
3 .481
4 .676

.. 5 .516
', 6 " .556

7 , .692
8 .613

o ' 9 .745,
, 10 .614

ck,
.8054/5"

12 .512

, .
13 .811
14 .781
15 .860

. 16r .795

ApPENDIX Ds. ADDITIONAL FACTOR AN ALVES

Table' DI. Nine Factor Solution of Course Critique.( Lowry)

Factor 2 Factor 3

.155 '.022

.067 -.039

.315 .055

.203 .019
- .001 .085

.036 . - .013

.255 .047,

.01 -.053

.169 , .11%

.193 . .075 ,,

.142 -.020
1 4.177 .050
v.)..118 .031

.024 .079
.109 .050
.169 .007,

'.,.
17
1 1;

19
20

Course
,

.829

.796 k

.446

.745

.940

.079

.161
-.001

1 .129 .629 .,

le 2. .

/.

.238 .644
3 ,./22 .680

, .513 . .

,, 5 .090 .754
6, .209 .742
7 , .057 .650

.013
(

.265
9 .039 .379

10 .160 ., A21 ,

, 11 -.017 ,426
12 .018 .351 e
13 .051 .449
14 ' .1.58 .604
15 .100 .533

, 16 .041 .475
17

18
P47.
.044

.131

.080
19 .031 .065 .

20 .086 .141 `.'

A \

.151

.005

.008

.214

Factor 4 . Factor II Factor S Factor 7

.095

.032

.336

L058

-.041
.049

*

.691

.275

.154

.113

. 80

. 94
.028 .044 .108 .038
.032 .536 .027 ,--.080*
.216 .419 .156 .078

-, .284 -.007 : .062 .061
.168 .412 ,.010 .047

-.205 .001 .039 , .259
.129 ..155 , .439, .054

-,7.054 .004 .132 .038
.187 .092 .019 -.08Q
.006 .005 .023 -.111
.090 ' .174 .101 -.03 .

.086 -.009 p80 -.032

.043 .082 .074 .064/
-- .031 --f.043 -.097 -.01Y .

. .131 .104 -.101- .020
.291 .1222 .114 .150
.026 .--.089 -.016* -.039 .

.01 .0',47 1.070 , .095
122 -t*- .108 .043 -.076

.005 - .024 -.065 -.024

.113 -.033 .118 .096

.050, .021 .083 '.084
-.102 .000 .025 .019

.059 4.107 -.040 .013

.048 -.027 . .005 .005
.124 -.035 -, .101 .220

-.097 .039 .027 0, -.097
' .052 .078 -.072/ .118'

.160 .013 .061 .121

.287 -.053 .041 . .129
.285 -.018 -.039 .027
.204 .0103 .016 .004

.069 '11135 .033
-.005 -.019 .024 .H 8

: :018 .026
.049 - .000 -.036 -.614
:167 .082 .086 .323

. .074
.169
.069
.118
.010
.069
.213
.181 .
.222.
.683
.644
.714"---.
.473
.280
.452

...224

.095
.027

.cor ...

.299

24
()

4310 .

1

al

4

Factor II Factor II

.092
.002
1111
.011
.085
.011

-.168
.Q75
.007

'-'

'

.119
-.064

.034

.064
-.040

.051.
-.132
-.055
-.101

-.074 '.':-.'.081

-.019 .076
.143 ..083

-.113 .046
.06S -.063 ,

.056 .074

.038 .013 'I\

-.010 .021
.036 .052

-.143 .007
.036 .014

W

.007 :049
.108 -.058
.172 .048

-.116 .005
-.-.064 .025

.005 .085
-.086 .098

.089 .165
*.083 .003
.101 .004
.054 .073
.258 .105
.043
.299 L372

.240 4- .354

.153 .057

.513 .120

.096 .470

.090 .002

.093 .198



Table 1)2. Nine Factor Solution of Course Critique (Lackland)

Items Factor 1

Instructor
I . .638
2 .7

3'
*. 4

5 46
,8I9

,800/
8
9

1 0

1 1.

12

13
14

15

16

1,7

19

20

Course

3

. 4

.784

.874

.743-

.670
.629
.812
.822
.878
.92,1

.81 8

.881

.761
.919.

.170

.184

.030

.059

.060_

6 .013
7 .053

4. 8 .309
9 .011

10 .008
II .181
12' .023
13 .062
14 .001
I S .022
I 6 0.064
17 .091
18 .411
19 .1Iq
20 .079

Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 11 Factor 6 Factor 7 Proctor II Factor II

1).(93
.02
.009

.079

.295
.579
.386

.018

.027
.023
.01.6

.038

.017
.290

-.082
.053 .057 .017 .540 .136 .044 .108 .044

-.071 .001 .359 .462 .263 .193 ..201 .211
.072
,092'

.011

.039
1.

:040
158 .026

.125
.128
.036

.362

.190
.081
.126

.131

.013
A:133- .130 -.051 ,... 1 68 -.004 .117 .131 .208
.135 .100 .089 .038 .021 .299 .092
.010 .0ds .059 J49 .037 .128 .064 .044
.153 .09 ti44 .300 .155 .358 .132 .065
,070 .210 .013 .026 .035 .165 .083 .328
.121 '.057 266 .036 .199 .080. .068, .476
.110 .021 :190 .095 .002 .103- -.029 -.309
.040 .088 .004 073 -.038 .078 -.053 .249
.014 .071 .050 .060 :001 .097 .035 .040
.010 .018 .027 .121 .076 ---.051 -.011 --.057
.172 .015 .059 *.035 .089 .126 -013! -.145
.048 ..088 .086 Ay- .068 .142 -.165 -.016 -.067
.008 .081 -.010 .053 -.046 .203 .279 .394
.065 .055 .044 .115 .072 --.046 .022 .010

.113 .053. .113 .151c .215 .100 .156

.239
..(3)(5

.05/ .267 .127 .063 4,540 .169
.118 .462 .127 .262 .038 -.044 IA 68 .182
.469 A, .269 .054 .043 .134 '.091 .150 .301
.198 .741 .305 .150 .184 .146 .039 -.326
'A 26 .8 25 .150 .064 .029 .010 .103 -.135
,056 .78i .291 .042 .181 .035 .055 .118
:072 . .061 012 .123 . .637 . -.027 -.044
.017 .109 .101 ,230 .037 .177 2. .184 .071
.607 .178 .125 .031 .348 . .175 .221 .042

e, .781 .105 .123 .113 lie .198 .1 15 .183 -.042
.857 .118 .159 .067 .024 .241 .086
.907 .044 .1 1 -.141 -.064

..080
.208 .121 .004

.382 :.1 36 .066 .163 .086 .001 a .825 .048

.363 .1 05 .009 .035 .024 .013 .907 .044
.457 .286 .385 .019 .054 .229 .392 .137
.094 .089 A681 .024 .168 Airo2 .003 -.019,
.006 .150 WA4 .068 .021 .274 .005 -.097

.. .327 .205 .455 .149 .599 .035 -.025 .110
, .149 ' .058, .101 .100 .826 .123 .003

25 9 0j
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Table 1)3. Factor Analysis
of Pretest (Lowry)

Items Factor I Factor 2

''
1 .611 .207
2 .765 .050
3 .681 .066
4 ..630 .522.
5 .560 .642
6 .003 .291

ea

Table 1)4. Factor Analysis of Unit
Questionnaires (Combined Group)

eV

4

Items Factor 1 Factor 2

. 1

2

3

4
5

6
7

f

.082

.574

.471

.618

.664
.183
.111

.575

.044

.411

.147

.231

.654
.055

.000

.129
-.227

.085

.051
.409
.580
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